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n an algebraic variety or an analytic space X over the complex 
rs one has the natural problem of expressing the topological in- 
s of X (i.e,, if X is algebraic, we mean the topological invariants 
associated analytic space) in terms of the analytic or algebraic struc- 
or example, if X is nonsingular then the hypercohomology of the 
complex Q;2; of X is H'(X, C), the classical (eech or singular) 
ology of X .  (Hypercohomology groups of a complex of sheaves 
denoted by H.(Aa) and may be calculated [6] as the cohomology 
of the complex of global sections I'(E') where E' is any complex 
ue (or fine) sheaves which "resolves" A ' ,  in the sense that there 
map of complexes A'+ E' which induces an isomorphism of coho- 
gy sheaves. For example if Qi denotes the complex of holomorphic 
ential forms then it may be resolved (X nonsingular analytic) by 
plex E ,  of C" differential forms and the cohomology of T(E,) 
C) by deRhamYs Theorem. The analogous theorem for X non- 
r algebraic is due to Grothendieck [4] and empIoys resolution of 
rities.) When X is singular, the deRham complex may no longer 
te H(X, C), [9]. The difficiilties arise from the failure of the "Poin- 
mma," i.e., from the impossibility of smoothly contracting small 
orhoods of singular points. It has been shown by Deligne (unpub- 
and independently by Herrera-Lieberman [7], that if one imbeds X 
nsingular space Z ,  then the deRham complex on the formal neigh- 
d of X in Z calculates the cohomology of X correctly. (Intu- 
the formal neighborhood, 2, is like a tubular neighborhood of 
, and is "homotopy equivalent" to X ,  while on the other hand 8 
nsingular"s0 that its deRham and topological cohomologies CO- 
rch partially supported by NSF grant GP 283-23. 
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The proofs of the above theorems all require resolution of singularities. 
Recently we have discovered a method of calculating cohomology of corn- 
plete singular varieties X intrinsically (i.e., without imbedding X in a non. 
singular space) and the construction and proof does not require resolution 
of singularities. We study a system of complexes B;, generalizing the deRham 
complex (which is B ; ) .  The complex B;, is a complex of coherent sheaves, 
the differentials are differential operators of order n .  When X is nonsin- 
gular the complexes B;, are each elliptic and each calculate the cohomology 
of X .  In the presence of singularities the (inverse) limit of the B,, coho- 
inology is the correct cohomology of X .  
The study of the B,, is intimately related to Cirothendieck's theory of 
the stratifying topos ([5], $5) and the assertion that lLm(B,,) calculates 
H ( X ,  C) yields an affirmative answer to conjecture 5.1 of [5]. 
The initial study of the B,, was motivated by the desire to  produce a 
good duality theory for differential operators. As is well known, if E' is 
a complex of locally free sheaves with differential operators Di: ~ ' 4  E"', 
then one can introduce adjoint differentials D:: (E'+')* C3 Qm 4 (E')* 8 9" 
(Qm denotes the highest degree forms). The adjoint is obtained transcen- 
dentally (see for example [ I ] )  by employing global integration on X to 
characterize the adjoint as a map between currents and then noting that 
the operator so defined actually preserves the algebraic (or analytic) sheaves. 
What is an algebraic characterization and construction of the adjoint? How 
should the theory extend to complexes in which the sheaves are only as- 
sumed to be coherent? Why does the sheaf Q" figure in the definition of 
the adjoint? From the global differentiable point of view it is convenient 
since it gives objects which can be integrated. We see below that the choice 
of 9" is essential even from a local point of view. A duality theory for E' 
with differential operators of order 1 was given in [7] ,  by noting that every 
such E' had a canonical structure of graded module over the ring Q'. 
Then 
by using the change of rings formula and the canonical isomorphism 
Hom,(Q' , 9"') 7 Q' . The natural differential D* in Hom,.(Ee , Q') given 
by 
(D*@)(a) = (- l)P@(D,(a)) + (- l)pf 'd(@(a)); ct E EP 
is the adjoint. The complexes B, generalize this theory: they are differential 
graded rings and every E' with differentials of order 5 n is canonically 
a module over B,, . Again 
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Hom,(E' , Om) ; HomBn(E', Hom,(B,,, R"')) 
although Hom,(B,, Om) G B,, , it has a canonical differential d and 
djoint in Hom(E,Qn3 is given by the formula above. 
$1. Amitsul. Cohonzology 
he essential problem in calculating the cohomology of an algebraic 
X is that the Cech cohomology with C coefficients (Zariski topology) 
he (standard) cech  cohomoIogy of X,,,. Thus an algebraic complex 
be shown to calculate standard cohomology by proving a "PoincarC 
.e., by showing that it resolves the sheaf C ,  since it would then 
late ~ariski-Cech cohomology. If, however, X is complete and E' is 
lex of algebraic colterent sheaves and Ei,, is the associated compIex 
ytic sheaves, then by GAGA [ lo] ,  E .  and E,,, have the same hyper- 
ology, and this will be H '(X,,,, C) if E,,, satisfies a PoincarC lemma. 
In the cotnplete case the problem is pureIy an analytic one, namely 
nstruct a canonical coherent complex Ei,, which satisfies a "PoincarC 
a." We point out first two highly canonical non-coherent complexes, 
itsur and the Alexander-Spanier. The complexes BI, will then be 
ucted as coherent approximations to these complexes. Both the 
ur and Alexander-Spanier constructions provide canonical resolu- 
of C ,  hence can be used to calculate cohomology in the analytic, 
ntiablc or topological categories. (In the algebraic category one cal- 
Zariski cohomology which is "wrong.") 
n (X, 0,) a ringed space over C consider the co-simplicia1 complex 
aves of rings, A' = 8:' OX with face maps 
egeneracy operators 
ociated complex of sheaves with boundary, d = C (- l ) 'd j ,  is 
the Amits~lr complex. The normalize~l Anzitsur complex B' is the 
B' = n ker(si) 
1 
utvalently under the natural projection, 
B. 2 A. / E im (di). 
i& 1 
as the well-known 
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Theorem. A' and B' are resolutions of the constant sheaf C. 
Proof. Given any x E X the Amitsur homotopy 
K ( f 0  Q .-. of,) = fo(x)f1 Q ... of;. 
preserves B' and gives a homotopy for d .  
The global sections of A' therefore calculate cohomology of X (para- 
compact) in the differentiable or topological categories. 
The Alexander-Spanier construction which is not used in the sequel is 
described briefly for comparison. Consider the simplicia1 system of spaces 
Xi = product of i + 1 copies of X with face maps dj(xo;.-,xi) = (x0, ..., 
g j ,  ..., xi) and degeneracy s,(xo, xi)  = (xo, ..., xj- xi, xi, ..., xi). Denote 
by (AS)' the sheaf of rings on X given by the sheaf theoretic restriction 
of Ox, to the multidiagonal, where Ox, is the sheaf of (resp. : all, continuous, 
differentiable, analytic) C-valued functions on X i .  The sheaves (AS)' form 
a co-simplicia1 system on X with face and degeneracy induced by d j  and sj 
and the associated complex is called the complex of (resp.: standard, con- 
tinuous, differentiable, analytic) Alexander-Spanier cochains. Each of thein 
provides a resolution of C .  The Amitsur complex defines a subcomplex 
of (AS). via 
The Amitsur complex A' also has a natural graded ring structure: 
and the normalized complex B' is a graded subring. 
An alternative description of these rings is exceedingly useful for corn- 
putation. Indeed, A* is a "tensor algebra" of A1 = 00 ,  0 over AO = 0, 
i.e., the multiplications A0 Q A' -t A' and A' @ A0 -t A' yield natural left 
and right B module structures on A', and multiplication induces an iso- 
morphism A'@,A' 5 A'" where we tensorize with respect to the right 
0 structure of A' and the left 0 structure of Aj. Similarly B. is the tensor 
algebra of B' = ker(0 QcO 2 0) over B0 = 0. 
Notations: We shall employ the symbol Q for multiplication in the 
Amitsur ring with the conventions f @ Q, = f. Q, and Q, Q f = Q, . f for 
f €0. The tensor over C which has previously been denoted Q will be written 
8,. The individual Ai and B' are themselves commutative rings and prod- 
ucts therein will be expressed by juxtaposition, i.e., for f ,  g €0 we have 
df and dg E A1 and (clf)(dg) E A1 while df Q clg E A2. Exponential notation 
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is reserved for the commutative products, i.e., ( d f ) 2  = ( d f ) ( d f )  or more 
;enerally given f,, ...,J;, E 0 and I  = (i,, ..., i l l )  a vector of non-negative integers, 
f l= f i l . . .  f i n a n d ( d f ) '  = (df )" . . .  ( r l f ) ' " ~  A'. ~ i v e n  I we set I I I = i, + ... + i n ,  
and I !  = i l ! , i 2 ! - . .  i , !  and (:) = I ! / J ! ( I - J ) ! .  The relationship of d  t o  
the various products is given by Leibniz rules. The first of these 
hat the product in A descends to give a product in cohomology, 
cup product. 
ing that any element of B1 may be expressed as a finite sum of ele- 
of the form f  - d g  with f ,  g  E O and that B' is a tensor algebra we 
at elements of BP are sums of monomials f d g ,  @ d g ,  0 0 dg,. 
c1 is simply expressed by 
d ( f d g ,  0 ... 0 dg,) = d f  0 d g l  0 ... @ d g ,  
of (Ll) and d 2  = 0 .  
elationship of d  to the other products is expressed by 
d ( f l )  = )3 ( : ) f ' - J ( d f ) J  
0 ; J  
onsequently if P(x,, ..-, x,,) E C[x,, ..-, x,,] is a polynomial then 
I 
frequently useful to invert the rule ( L 2 )  to express (df ) '  in terms 
f J )  by the formula 
Mf)'  = C (; ) ( - f ) J c K f z - J )  
J 
formula ( L 2 )  and ( L 3 )  follow easily by recalling (1 = do  - d ,  and 
ving that clo and d ,  are ring homomorphisms. 
Finally we have 
which is established as follows: 
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Since d j  are ring homomorphisms. But since d(d f )  = 0 or d l ( d f )  = 
do(df)  + d 2 ( d f ) ,  we find (L4) by substituting in the middle terms and 
multiplying out, noting that ( ~ I , ( d f ) ) ~  - (d,(df ) ) B  = (df l B  @ (d f lA .  
$2. nth order deRl7atn theory 
If X is a differentiable, analytic variety then one has a canonical homo- 
morphism of differential graded rings of B. onto the deRham complex Q., 
sending f d g ,  @ ... @ dg,  to J'dg,  A .-. A dg, .  The kernel of this map is 
readily identified as the differential ideal of B' generated by B1 . B 1 ,  i.e., 
locally, by elements of the form df - dg E B' . (The skew symmetry of 0' 
arises precisely from annihilating 
cl(@.  dg)  = - df 0 dg - dg O d f ,  [cf. (L4)]. ) 
Let I , , ,  be the ideal B1 - B1 . -.. - B 1 ,  ( ( n  + 1) times), of B 1 .  
Definition. The nth order deRham complex B, is the quotient of the 
normalized Amitsur complex B. by the differential ideal generated by 
I) , , ,  _c B 1 ,  i.e., locally generated by elements of the form (mJ, I J I  & ? 1 + 1 .  
The nth order Amitsur complex A], is the quotient of A' by the differential 
ideal (of A ' )  generated by I , ,  , . 
Thus B: = 0, and ~ , f  = normalized n-jets of X with d: 9, -+ B! being 
the map which assigns to  a function its it-jet minus the constant term. If 
X is a manifold with local coordinates x,, ..., x, then (dx)' ( 1  I =< n give a 
local Ux basis for B,! and 
1 dll'f df = zC----. (dx)  
I ! a(x)I 
In general let J,,, ,  denote the ideal of B' generated by I, , , ,  c B' so 
that B;, = B'IJ,,,, +d (J , , , , ) .  Note that B'lJ,,, is simply the tensor algebra 
of B: over 9, and that B;, is obtained from this tensor algebra by annihi- 
lating the image of d(J, , , , )  modulo J,, , ,  . Precisely, one must annihilate 
the ideal of the tensor algebra generated by elements of degree 2 of the 
form d((df)') 11 1 2_ n + 1 . Thus in terms of local coordinates Beis generated 
as a left 9 module by (dx)" @ -.- 0 (dx)" with I I j  I 5 n ,  subject to the 
symmetries 
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r example in the case X is one dimensional with coordinate x ,  B, is 
ibed as follows: 
= Lo, and B,P is a free 0 module of rank 2 with basis dx @ ... @I dx 
d ( d ~ ) ~  @ dx @ d x .  
cation is @ multiplication subject to 
( d ~ ) ~  (dx)' = 0 
(dx)  @I (dx)' = - ( d ~ ) ~  @ clx . 
Care must be exercised in bringing functions through the 0, e.g. 
general the sheaves B{ are always coherent, and when X is non- 
lar are locally free. 
$3. Cokomology o f  the B;, 
t B, = lim B,. If X is a manifold with local coordinates x,, .-.,x,,, 
<- 
1 sections of B, are ~~niquely represented in the form 
e CIJ...j,,x1 are power series, convergent on the coordinate poly- 
B, = B,/J,, + d(J,) where J,, is the two sided ideal of B,  generated 
e (dx)' with 11 I 2 n + 1. In terms of local coordinates we have an 
Poincar6 homotopy operator for Bk, , namely, 
e that P preserves J,, and from the formula Pd + dP = 1 i t  follows 
P preserves dJ,, hence providing a homotopy for each B,;. (In the 
entiable category one can also construct a "P" for B ,  and the B,, 
wing lines similar to [2].) Thus in the non-singular case each of the B, 
ates the correct cohomology of X .  
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Theorem. If X is a conzpact analytic space (01. a complete algebraic 
variety), then H(X,C) is calculable as the hypercohomology H(B,) 
= lim H(B,,) where B,, is the analytic (or algebraic) nth order deRlzan? 
C 
complex and B, = lim B,, . 
C 
Proof. The fact that lim H = H(1im) follows by standard Mittag- 
Loefiler arguments (cf. [ 6 ] r ~ h e  theoregfor  algebraic X follows by con- 
sidering the associated analytic space X,,, and noting that since the BII 
are coherent, one has H(X, B,) ; H(X,,,, B,;,,,,) by applying GAGA, [IO], 
Thus the theorem is reduced to the assertion that Bm resolves C in the 
analytic case. This is a local question, hence we may assume that X is a 
closed subvariety of a polydisc U.  Denoting by B,,(U), B,,(X) the global 
sections of the sheaves, we have the short exact sequences 
0 -, c,, + B,,(U) -+ B,,(X) -+ 0 
and 
0 -t C, -+ B,(U) -t B,(X) -+ 0 
where C,, (resp.) C, is the kernel of the restriction map and X, = lim C,, 
(again using Mittag-Loeffler). The PoincarC homotopy P on U 
that B,(U) resolves C ,  hence B,(X) resolves C if and only if C, is acyclic. 
The problem is that P does not in general preserve C,. (One can check 
easily that if the equations defining X can be chosen to be homogeneous, 
then P does preserve C, and all the C,, .) 
The Amitsur ho~notopy H described earlier extends to provide a "formal" 
homotopy for B,. In terms of the coordinates .K, x,, on U,  
where the right hand side is not in general convergent. However, H does 
preserve C, (inducing the formal Amitsur homotopy for B,(X)). Given 
y EC, with dy = 0 one has y = d(Hy) which is only a formal solution. 
One may smooth this formal solution by the following kind of technque. 
Truncate Hy as Hy = H,(y) + R,(y) where H,y is convergent and R,(y) E M" 
.C, where M~ denotes formal series beginning with terms of order k .  
Note that d(R,y) is convergent, being equal to y - d(H,(y)). 
Now P(dR,y) is convergent and since d(clR,y) = 0 we see d(PdR,y) 
= dR,y . Thus if we set 4, = H,(y) + PdRk(y) then 4, is convergent and 
d4, = y .  The 4, so constructed not need be in C ( X )  (the ideal of forms 
vanishing on X) but is in the ideal of forms vanishing on X nlcth order 
neighborhood of zero. To actually show y bounds in C(X), one must co- 
herently put together the information that y bounds on X n kth neigh- 
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hood of every point. To achieve this one considers the relative deRham 
y of U x U A U replacing X by U x X -+ U and individual 
by the diagonal U + U x U .  Using the relativized versions of P 
(whose restrictions to the fibers x x U yield the P and H based 
), one argues as above to show y bounds. 
en any space X ,  the Amitsur. complex is a sheaf of differentia1 graded 
terized by the following universal property: 
es of graded A' mod~~les  coincides with tlie cate- 
modi~les Mi  together with Clinear niaps D :  M'-+M' "." 
n such a sequence one obtains the A.  module s t r ~ ~ c t i ~ r e  by 
that the map D :  Mi + M I - '  is simply left liiirltiplication by the elc- 
we refer to this element as D .  Note that an A' 
to a complex of li, modules if and only if M '  is annihi- 
y D @ D E A', hence if and only if M' is a graded module over the ring 
ring C' has an alternative description in terms 
tsur complex B' ,  namely C' = B' @ B ' - ' .  D is 
has two differentials, d (inherited from the Atnitsiir 
plex) and D (i.e., left muitiptication by D ) .  B' is a subring of C' and 
t not D ) .  In  a similar manner, if A,, denotes the nth 
itsur complex and C,, = A,,/D @ D then the graded A,, (1-esp. C,,) 
are precisely the sequences (resp. complexes) of 0, ~nodilles Mi 
being a difle13ential operator of order n .  
en X is a compact differential manifold, and 0 is thc "volume bundle" 
.e., the sheaf of "formes d'espice impair" of deRhani [a]), then tlze 
m,(M',O) defines a contravariant fiinctor from the 
modi~les having locally frce M' to the~iiselves. indeed, every C 
ap Mi -+ MI+' is actilally a differential operator of some finite 
the theorem of Peetre, and the adjoint H o m ( ~ ' +  ',0) -+ Hom(l\/li,O) 
duIe structure. This f~nc to r  preserves tlie categories 
A,,, and C,, modules. 
investigate this sort of duality phenomenon for the algebraic and 
categories. Since the analog of Peetre's theorem appears to be 
tic category, and is definitely false in the algebraic 
we shall consider only Amitsi~r modules in which the maps are 
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We assume throughout this section that X is non-singular of dimension nl,  
For V open in X denote by Modv the category nf 0, modu!es and by 
Ab, the category of Abelian sheaves on V. Consider systenis of contra- 
variant additive left exact Cunctors F,,: Modv + Abv which co tnm~~te  with 
the restriction ft~nclors Mod, -, Mod, ant1 Abv + Ab,, for U c V. Note 
that F ( M )  has a natural (9 ~nodt~le  structure and that thcre exists a ca- 
noaical 0 ho~iio~iiorphis~ii 
which is an isomorphism i C  M is cohcrcnl (cf. LS], $4). T'hi15 all candictatc5 
for duality theories arc "esscniially" of the SOI.III M ---) Hom,(M, L). 
For convenicnec we nsslrrnc F(M) = tIom(iV1, L) .  We \ay F is /.c/Iesi 
if Lhc nalural map C(' F(E'(0)) is an i\omorphism. 1: is callcd colrr~.cr~r 
i t  carries cohercnt motl~i les Lo cohcrcnt modules, i.e., ilVand only if L 
is coherent. Every sysle~n oS F's  exte~~ds  imn~cdiaiely to a functo 
A~nils i~r  mod~~les  to graded 61, ~ n o d ~ ~ l c s ,  where we define (F(E ' ) ) '  = F(EM'-'), 
117 = di171X. 
When the Atnilsirr rnodulc E '  has I0 Iincal- maps L:" + E' ' I  then P(E ') 
also has a natural Amitsur structure with (0 linear differentials. The F'\ 
will be said to define a preclucrlity theory il' for every Amitwr module E' 
one can f t ~ ~ ~ c l ~ r i i ~ l l y  prescribe an Ami t s~~r  tnotlule struct~tre on F ( E ' )  
compatible wiih its graded O mod~rle struct~rre mid yielding the nalural 
Amitsi~r struciure when E'  is 0 linear (i.e., one can define itdjoint dill'erentials 
in F ( E  ') i n  a fi~nciorial way). The p~.cdt~alily theory is called rpccial i f  F 
carries cornp!excs (i,e., C. nioti~~lcs) to cornplexes. ( F  is special if and only 
if the adjoint of a composition 01' C lincar maps is the cotnposition of the 
adjoinrs.)A dualiiy theory is a reilexive, coherent, special preduality theory. 
We shall see below that M 4 Hom,(M, R )  defines a spccial predr~ality 
theory if and only i f  Hom,(R"', L) has an integrable connection. 
Thus M + Hom(M, L) is a duality theory if and only if L S  !2"'@, I/ 
 here V is a local systeni (i.e., locally free C sheaf) of rank 1 .  Hence R"' is 
uniquely characterized as giving rise to the only "good" notion of duality. 
The fact that (Q"')" @ Lhas an integrable connection if Ldefines a special 
preduality theory follows from applying F  to the deRham compIex R',y 
denoting F(c1) by r l : k .  Note first 
and that the diRerentia1 d:" Qf'@ Horn(n"',L) 4 Q1'- '@ Hom (Q"', 1,) 
satisfies the rulc 
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tained by "dualizing" the relation between exterior multiplication and 
entiation in IR' . Thus F(Q') with the differential ( -  I) '"&* is the com- 
ex obtained by fixing an integrable connection on HoI~(IR"', L). 
onversely fixing an L and an integrable connection on Hom(Qn', L) ,  
can define the dual of the dcRham complex by reversing the above. 
seek to build a f ~ ~ l i  preduality theory, is. ,  to introdilce an Amitsur 
ule striiciure on HO~I I~ (E ' ,L ) ,  (i.e., to define a C linear map 
om(E', L) + Hom,(ES -', L)) which is firnctoria~l in the Amitsul. 
E' , 
ihe changc ol' rlngs li)~n;illa 
Holn,(E', L) 5 HOIII,.(L., Hom,(A-, L)) 
I-lom,(A', L) is vicwed as a lelL A .  modulc via A. acting by right 
plication on A ' .  In view 01' lllis formula we sce that to l'unctorially 
ne DE it is necessary and suficieni to define 
at i t  is litica~. with respect to the lelt A si~iicture. B t ~ t  A- linearily 
es the definition of D: HOIII(A', L) -+ Hom(A1- ', L) for all i once 
Hom(A1, L) + Hom(AO, L) = L is defined, ( is . ,  givcn 1 G Hom(.Ai, L) 
/)(a) = (DS.1)(1 .a) = ( a .  Dml)(l) = 1Yi.(a. /)(I) where a -  1 E 1-lom(A1, L). 
leory will be completely specified by defining 
m,(A1, L) -+ L which milst be 8 iinear with respect to O acting 
remarks abou; A.  are eclually valid for the t ~ t h  
oints for ilth order operatois are determined by 
+ L (suitably O linec~r). We recall that A,: = J,, 
ts. Thirs Dl: will be the adjont of the "universal" 
) is filtered by the s~~bsheaves 
hat D: Hom,(Lo, L) = L + L must be the identity map in view of 
~irement  hat the "adjoint" of an Lo linear map be its transpose. 
er, J,, = Lo @ 3; as a left 0 module so that D: Hom(J,,, L) -+ L 
letely determined by df : ~ o r n ( ~ : ,  L) -+ L. In particular the con- 
nection on Hom(Qm, L) already determines 11" Hom(B', L) = Hom(Qi ,~ )  
-t Land hence the entire first order duality theory. The required G lin- 
earity of D* is a restatement of the connection rule (1) for (1". 
The nth order dr~ality theory is now forced by "composition." More 
precisely, one has the n a t ~ ~ r a l  injection 
J,, 5 J l  @(.... OF. JI ( 1 7  times) 
induced by the map O @,CO + Iq @,0 8,. ... 0 ( n  + I tiliics) 
f @ ,q + f @I 1 @ I @ @ I @ g , which makes the diagrrim 
commutative. The map Hom(J, @ ... @ J , ,  L) Ho~ii(J,,, L) is st~rjectivc, 
implying the existence of at most one choice for D:, and D$ is definable 
if and only if 
For n = 2 condit~on (2) is p~.eciscly ~ h c  rcq~~iremcnt thni  rl.% delinc an  
integrable connection on Hom(W1,L). (One has the exact seq(1eiice 
0 --+ J ,  --+ J ,  @ J, -+ Q' O R 2  --+ 0 ,  and the coinpo~ilio~l Hom(Q1,L) 
@ Hom(Q2,L) + Hom(J, @ J,,L) 3 HO~(J,,L) '% L is (a,P) -+ ~l*(tl:~:(fi)).) 
One then establishes (2) by ~nduction on 11 using the fact tha; J,, = (J2 0, 
J,,-2) n ( J ,  Qc J,I-l) as submodules of J ,  @ ... @ J, . 
We note linally that DT is suitably (r linear, since the m a p  i.: is Iqiirlcar 
(for both the left and right O strt~ctures) and the maps D; have the appro- 
priate linearity. Thus if Hom(Nn, R) has an integrable con~lection, one 
obtains a special preduality theory. 
We have seen that by purely local considerations the only reasonable 
carldidates for duality theories are of ihe form M '  --+ Horn,(M', L) where 
L = Q'" @, V with V a local system ol' yank 1 . The unique duality theory 
having the g!obal property H'(X, F(Q')) = H'(X, C) is tne one with 
L = Q"' (since the oniy rank 1 local sysiern having a giobal section is trivia!). 
When X is compact, H""(x, F(Q')) = 0 for evcry dua!ity theory except 
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the theory L = Qm for which HZm(F(Q')) = C .  For this theory one has 
the following global duality theorem. 
Theorem. Let X be a compact complex manijbld or a complete non- 
singular algebraic variety. Let 
omplex of locally flee sheaves with differentials being differential 
ors. The ptlz hypercohomology of the complex Hom,(M',Qm) is 
o the (2m-p)tlt Izypercohomology of M' (as C vector spaces). 
mpIicity we assume the differential operators are all of order n 
fixed n .  The essential ingredients of the proof are 
om,(M' , Qm) Hom,;(M' , Hom,(B; , Qm)) employing the change 
s formula. M a  is a BA module by the natural inclusion B, -+ A, .  
the identification (1) the differential D* in this complex defined 
lily may be calculated to  be 
(D*@)(m) = (- l)Pd*(@(m)) + (- IPf '@(D(m)) for m~ M P  
e d* is the differential in Hom,(B,,Qm) (also defined by duality). 
Thus there is a natural pairing of complexes 
M' x (Hom, M '  , Qm) -+ Hom,(B;, Qm) 
ms of the identification in (I), ct x @ -+ @(a)). 
The pairing in 2) gives rise to a natural pairing of the E l  spectral 
nces of hypercohomology 
,(Me) x H'"-, (Hom M., Qm)) + HZm(Hom(Bn, Qm)) 
l'l i't T 
a ( ~ b )  x H ~ - ~ ( H O ~ ( M ~ ,  Qm)) -+ Hm(Qm) = Hm(Hom(B, , am)) . 
The pairing is perfect at level El (Serre duality). 
H' (Hom(Bn, Qm)) H ' ( X ,  C) and in particular H2"(Hom(Bn, Qm);C. 
From 5) it follows that the edge morphism Hm(Rm) -+ H2"(Hom(Bn,Rm) 
omorphism and that all differentials in this spectral sequence mapping 
"(am) are zero. Thus as in [7], 95, the differentials in the paired 
a1 sequences are dual. 
The duality of the abutments of the spectral sequences follows from 
ularity of the spectral sequences as in [Y]. 
can extend the duality theory to handle complexes M' in which the 
only assumed to be coherent by introducing the notion of hyperext 
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essentially following the program of 17'1. Namely if E' and F' are C; 
modules, then the graded group Homin(E', F') has a natural differential 
defined by 
(D*@) (e) = (- l)'D,(@(e)) 3- (- I)~"@(D,(~)) for e E EP 
Taking Q 'a  C,, injective resolution of F' (i.e., imbedding 0 --+ F' L Q. 
with Q' a C, injective and i inducing an isomorphism of cohomoIogy 
sheaves), one defines Ext' ( E v  , F') to be the cohomology of the complex 
Homin(E,Q) (it is independent of Q'). Then HP(E') is dual to 
~ x t ~ " ' + ~ ( E '  , Hom(B,, W)) under the natural Yoneda pairing (cf. [Y], 
$94, 5 ) .  
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